
UGA Libraries GIL-Find Pilot Search Script/Feedback Form

June 2009

Collated responses Ð each color matches a particular testerÕs response

WAG = member of Web Advisory Group

Key:

(Tester 1) Ð Public Services / WAG (Tester 6) -- Public Services / WAG

(Tester 2) Ð Tech Services (Tester 7) Ð Tech Services

(Tester 3) Ð Spec Collections (Tester 8) -- Public Services / WAG

(Tester 4) Ð Public Services / WAG (Tester 9) Ð Science Library/

Collection Development

(Tester 10) Ð Tech Services / WAG(Tester 5) Ð Public Services / WAG

(Tester 11) -- Systems

Basic Search

1. Conduct test searches for each of the following Search Type

options, which are available from the dropdown list on the initial

GIL-Find search screen. While sample search terms are provided,

test each of the Search Type options using additional search

terms that you choose. Fill in the blank column of the table with

the search terms that you used for each of the Search Type

options.

Search Type Sample Search Term(s)

Used

Pilot TesterÕs Search Terms

Used

All Fields multilingualism Linguistics

Cauliflower

Cartography

Vegan

football, golf

Gold rush

Civil war

Passover

Africa Southern

Robin hood

bernini

Title Beijing One Flew Over the CuckooÕs

Nest

Calico



London

people's history of the United

States

London, Cancun

Great Gatsby

Georgia

Architecture

Forbidden city

Painting

bernini

Title/Subject tango Luncheon

Llamas

Dance

domestic abuse

waltz, tennis

Postcolonialism

Psychology

Walkabout

Dance

Abstract art

bernini

Author Leonardo da Vinci Kesey, Ken

Dorothy Sayers

F. Scott Fitzgerald

Matthew Scully

William Shakespeare

William Faulkner

O'Connor, Flannery

Jane Austen

Human

Hansen

bernini

Subject communication Cookery

Ipsen, Anne

Psychology

world war 1939

management, facilitation

Buddhism

wrens

Stem cell research

Computer

Mixed media

bernini

Call Number QA76.5 TK5105

D810.C4

G3920

NA2542.35 .K86

GV885.3



PN1998.3

QH92.7 .S86

19.1

.A7

N785.8

NB623.B

ISBN/ISSN 0393038912 032145345x

3878082363

0960297863

0671707744

9787600780110, 0899507514

0375422145

0385298331

9780471916963

8881183188

Are these searches working correctly and providing expected results?

xxxx Yes Ð Yes: 4

xxxxx No Ð No: 5

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find

Are the search results consistent when re-run?

xxxxxxxxx x Yes Ð Yes: 10

No Ð No: 0

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: Titles and capitalization: It would not find the record for One Flew

Over the CuckooÕs Nest (with the title capitalized) in a title search, but it would

find the record in lower case (one flew over the cuckooÕs nest) and when I

searched for Ken Kesey as an author.

Relevance: When doing a subject search for cookery, the top result was A

pretty kettle of fish, Jekyll Island sea food cookery (although thatÕs probably

because cookery was both in the subject heading and title.) Would it make

more sense, when doing a subject search, for the default to return results in

chronological order (since presumably, any title with matching subject

headings would be pretty likely to be relevant)?

Similarly, when searching for Ken Kesey as an author, would it be better to

sort results alpha by title?

As might be expected, searching by call number, then changing the sort from

relevance to call number, results in an error:

result=HTTP ERROR: 400 Unknown sort order: asc callnumber asc



RequestURI=/solr/biblio/select/

Powered by Jetty://

Another capitalization issue: When I searched for the ISBN of the book I

happened to have at hand as 032145345x (note the lowercase x), I received no

results. As 032145345X, the title record did show up.

Tester 2: Search of Beijing in the title field pulled up 314 hits while (Cataloging

interface) Builder in title search of term retrieved 476. Diff. fields being

searched, I expect? Surely suppressed records would not account for so great

a difference. There appears to be no plain keyword in title alone search in the

current GIL OPAC. The same thing happened with title search of the word

calico. 66 hits in test interface,93 in the Cat. client.

Search of the term calico in title found 66 hits. I chose to look at the last

screen of those and then selected number 61 (A new list of fifty two ships É) Ð

it appeared normal. However, I then attempted to look at the next title, and the

display only shows the format and language (which had information) and the

subject (which did not). The title did not appear. I tried to view a technical

display, but the display did not change. Returning to the list of results, I tried

to view title 62 (The short stories of James T. Farrell. ) but got the same limited

display. Redoing the search, I had the same problem. The record in the GIL

cataloging client looks normal.

Search of my selected ISBN returned the response: Your search - 3878082363 -

did not match any resources. Found in normal GIL OPAC search. Cataloging

record looks normal.

Tester 3: Several issues:

¥ Only 1 of the first 5 hits of the author search for ÒF. Scott FitzgeraldÓ

was actually for this author; the rest of the hits were for ÒMaurice

FitzGerald ScottÓ who, based on the titles of his works, is an economist

& has nothing whatsoever to do with literature.

¥ Results for all types of searches except call number were not displayed

in any obvious order such as alphabetically or by year;

¥ ISBN search for a book from the Map LibraryÕs collection returned no

results

¥

Tester 5: All of the ISBN searches produced results with Òno matches foundÓ

while they were found when searching the ÒclassicÓ catalog.

Tester 6: Searches seem to be working correctly for this product, but I donÕt

always like the results. Search results are OK; I like that the initial article in a

title is ignored and that you get the same results when searching by author

firstname lastname and lastname firstname. The relevance ranking is pretty

awfulÑyou shouldnÕt have to limit to books just to find FitzgeraldÕs Great

Gatsby in a title list. In a case like the ÒBuddhismÓ subject search, even after

you limit to Books it brings up a strange mish-mash of items.



Tester 7: After doing a call number search, I tried sorting by date, author, etc.

and kept getting the error message ÒHTTP ERROR:100Ó.

Tester 8: All searches worked fine except the isbn that I chose; tried both

isbn10 and 13 and neither worked; same search works fine in GIL@UGA.

Number of hits can be overwhelming; I assumed that when I changed the

results order to title it wouldnÕt switch back to the default (relevance) with a

new search. Can the sort order be saved as a preference within a session?

Tester 9: For call # search it does not give a continuous browse, limited to the

10 records, AQ76.5.A7É.

Tester 10: Author search: In the author search (Hansen) at least one of my

results included Hansen as part of the 260 (publishing) and/or the 490/series.

Those were the only fields that I found the term Hansen, and I discovered it in

the Technical Display. I wouldnÕt expect to see 260 and 490 info pop up in an

author search.

Call number search: I think some explanation of call number being an exact

search (vs. browse) would be good and the phrasing of the no response

message (for call number) ÒYou may want to try to revise your search phrase

by removing some words. Ò Well now, that doesnÕt really fit for a call number

search, does it? ;-)

Tester 11: Results generally look reasonable. Compared to GIL results Title

searches appear to give too few results. Results do appear to vary some

based on punctuation and/or capitalization.

2. In addition to looking for books, try the above Search Type options

to find other types of resources, e.g.:

a. a journal title (e.g. ÔScienceÕ)

b. a series

c. a title that is part of a set

d. a government document

e. an electronic resource

f. a video

g. a CD



Are these searches working correctly and providing expected results?

xxxxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 10

x No Ð No: 1

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find

COMMENTS:

Tester 4: The results were what I expected (given that no browse function

exists at this time) but nonetheless using the Basic Search to find a periodical

title such as ÒTimeÓ is cumbersome and inefficient. Also, when searching for

a government publication available online, I searched for ÒMorbidity and

Mortality Weekly ReportÓ which brought up the desired result, but the PURL

link did not work correctly.

Tester 7: The title Civil War [videorecording] shows format slide. I used the

advance search with the title Civil War and author Burns. Published:

Alexandria, VA : PBS Video, 1989. The 007 is missing on the technical display,

so where is slide coming from?

Tester 8: For me, the JOURNAL title ÒScienceÓ is a real test of a catalog. For

an all fields search, the microform record for Science is first on the list and the

hard copy is second (relevance ranking). For the title search, Science does

not appear in the first 20 results (relevance ranking). I think a patron would

expect the title ÒScienceÓ to be first on the list in a relevance ranking order

when doing a title search. Holdings information is cumbersome and I think

would be difficult for a patron to interpret (can Òvolumes ownedÓ, or the

summary holdings, be more prominent?).

Is it possible to have a Òjournal titleÓ search in the drop-down? I know you can

limit it to journal in the advanced search and click on a facet after a search, but

it would be nice to have it as a search option.

Tester 9: The second on the list (series Methods in Enzymology was the

search) says ÒNot ChargedÓ instead of ÒavailableÓ it is actually ÒrenewedÓ so

should show as charged

Are the search results consistent when re-run?

xxxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 8

No Ð No: 0

3. The GIL-Find Boolean operator default is AND for All Fields, Title,

Title/Subject, Author, and Subject search types. To test Boolean

operator and phrase searching, do additional test searches from

the initial GIL-Find search screen, but this time use multiple

search terms and the instructions outlined in a-e below.



a. Enter multiple search terms (example: French literature)

without Boolean operators, note the results of the default

Boolean operator for each search, and enter your opinions

in the following table.

Search Type Search Terms Leave Default

AND Boolean

Operator As

Is? Yes or No

If No, Change

Default AND

Boolean

Operator to:

All Fields womenÕs studies history

Classic collectible pop-up

moreton god wal-mart

Georgia football

New media

Freshwater ecology in Georgia

Jane Austen pride prejudice

Biofuels Environment

Jpg programming

alexander calder

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Title woman who cut off her leg at the

maidstone club

adventures of Sally

paving paradise

Spanish literature

The sound and the fury

Exploring mathematics

Pride prejudice

Biofuels Environment

Virtual worlds

alexander calder

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Title/Subject grand tour Europe

AIDS activists

transcendentalism atheism

Georgia gold rush

Political science

Pride prejudice literature

Biofuels Environment

Virtual worlds language

alexander calder

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Author Maryse Conde

P. G. Wodehouse

singer peter mason

Gabriel Garcia Marquez

Olive Ann Burns

Jane austen

Smith West

Y

Y

Y

Y

N - Does

not seem to

be using a

default

AND

between

each



Steve Jobs

alexander calder Y

search

term, as it

did not

retrieve a

book by the

desired

authors

Peter

Singer and

Jim Mason

N- Not

suitable for

author

search

N-Phrase?

Limit to the

1xx and 7xx

fields?

Subject African americans history

Elephants fiction

physical anthropology

Georgia gold

American poetry

Jane austen

Technology environment

Robotics

alexander calder

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

b. Supply Boolean AND (uppercase)

c. Supply Boolean OR (uppercase)

d. Supply Boolean NOT (uppercase)

e. Use quotation marks to search the terms Òas a phrase.Ó

Are these searches working correctly and providing expected results?

xxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 5

xxxx No Ð No: 3

Are the search results consistent when re-run?

xxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 5

No Ð No: 0

COMMENTS:



Tester 1: Having trouble with the NOT operator. carolina NOT north brought up

a lot of books aboutÉNorth Carolina.

Tester 4: For the most part OK, but singer AND peter AND mason still does

not work when searching the Author field, but works fine with All Fields

Tester 7: When searching for the title ÒAIDS : facts for kidsÓ the results lists

didnÕt show this title. I did the same search in the ÒClassicÓ Catalog and easily

found the record. The title that I was looking for is a PO record and

uncataloged. It is a CMC VHS tape at the Repo. (Bib# 1618215) I tried

searching several of these CMC uncataloged titles at the Repo and could not

retrieve any using VUfind.

Tester 9: In the author search, search is pulling ÒwestÓ from the description

field.

Tester 10: Author search: Steve Jobs as an author search yielded the title: The

guide to Internet job searching / |c Margaret Riley, Frances Roehm, Steve

Oserman ; Also subject headings are job searching.

Tester 11: Not sure about results of Boolean NOT searches (d.)??? Other

options appear fine.

Holdings
4. Click on several titles in a search results list. Examine records for

different types of materials, e.g. a book, a journal article,

microfilm, CD, etc. The ÒHoldingsÓ tab is the default display. Click

each of the other tabs in this box (Description, Reviews, Technical

Display, etc.) to examine other displays.

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: Seems to work well. Like the reviews feature.



Tester 2: The title ÒWill to live : AIDS therapies and the politics of survivalÓ has

the term ÒchargedÓ in the holdings. WouldnÕt Checked out be more patron

friendly?

The title Alabama moon has a score and 5 parts listed in the holdings. c. 1

follows each entry (i.e. part 1: c.1). When there are no 2nd or 3rd copies to be

considered, the c.1 just seems to confuse things. It clutters the display.

In the title display list for the search (All fields) score alabama, the 5th title

(Ragtimes for chamber ensemble) shows up with Ònot chargedÓ in red. One of

its parts is overdue. CouldnÕt the display say Check holdings detail for status

as other titles do? Another example of this is the item ÒThe human body /by

Jonathan Miller ; with three-dimensional, movable illustrations showing the

workings of the human body designed by David Pelham.Ó

The title ÒPaper engineering for pop-up books and cardsÓ has a confusing

holding display. In the Cataloging client the item status shows both ÒNot

Charged 2/28/2001Ó and ÒMissing 5/25/2005Ó. Both of these show up in the

holdings display labeled as c.1. So, it looks sort of like one item is missing

and one is available. ShouldnÕt only the latest dated item status show?

(Another example is ÒAnnoÕs sundialÓ which has the item status ÒNot

ChargedÓ with no date as well as the item status ÒLost-Library Applied 1/1/

1980) (Another example ÒManaging digital rights : a practitioners guideÓ which

has ÒOverdue 12/3/2007Ó and ÒLost-Library Applied 2/1/2008Ó)

Tester 4: My initial look at holdings information did not uncover any problems

beyond those detailed in the 4 pages of ÒNeeded CorrectionsÓ compiled by the

Working Group on GIL-Find Holdings Display.

Tester 9: None found.

Tester 11: Multi-volume works sometime display item status info without

volume identification. Volume #s for items display in a decimal sequence

rather than a whole number sequence.

Facets
5. Click on the ÒBack to Search ResultsÓ link on the top left of the

screen, and click on an authorÕs name from the Author facet

displayed at the left. Notice how the results list changes. ÒCloseÓ



the Author facet using the symbol at the top of the facets list.

Notice how the results list changes.

Test some of the other facets displayed, and submit detailed

descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: Works for me. The order is a little strange. I think a user priority

might be author, call number, topic, format, location, etc., rather than having

location as the top facet.

Tester 2: The little minus symbol is labeled ÒdeleteÓ if you put your cursor over

it. Depending on the length of the facet, the statement in parens (Remove

Facet) may not appear with the symbol. I certainly did not see it on the first

facet I checked. I think that Delete needs to change if possible Ð I would not

feel comfortable clicking on something that sounds like it would, at the very

least, delete my search results. Also, Remove Facet isnÕt all that clear! Usually

this worked, though, although I did rec. the message Error on Page when I

tried to undo the applied facet in one instance. Search was for Ògerman

church historyÓ as subject. I clicked on the Author facet Brady, Thomas A.

I several times recÕd the error message Cannot load facets

Tester 4: I did not encounter any specific problems, although in my opinion the

usefulness of the ÒGenreÓ facet is questionable. Also, I might suggest re-

sequencing the top facets in the ÒNarrow SearchÓ list in this order: location,

format, author, topic, call numberÉ and the rest of the options could stay in

the existing sequence.

Tester 6: The navigation worked fine, but I donÕt think anyone will know what

ÒFacetÓ means when we say ÒRemove Facet.Ó ÒRemove LimitsÓ might be

better.

Tester 8: If patrons notice the left column, I think they will like this feature.

Tester 10: It would be nice if I could assign priority to the display of the facets,

e.g., I want to see all of the titles at the science library displayed first. If there

was a way to do this, I couldnÕt figure it out.

Tester 11: OK

Advanced Search
6. Try various Advanced Search combinations, using the Boolean

operators and the other limiters provided on the Advanced Search

screen. (Be sure to use the FIND button at the bottom of the



screen; the FIND button at the top goes with the basic search box

that appears there.)

Are these searches working correctly and providing expected results?

xxx Yes Ð Yes: 3

xxx No Ð No: 3

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: Title searched for Faust with a limit to German languageÉand it

returned mostly records of Faust in English. Tried a new basic search for the

title Faust and using the facets to limit to German. No dice.

It is not obvious that you need to control-click to deselect a limit entirely (so if

I choose the video format, then decide I donÕt want to limit the formats at all, I

have to control-click to de-select it.)

Doing an author search for Nicholson, Jack, brings up videorecordings

without the limiters set, but with the format set to Òvideo,Ó I get no results.

A search for athens (subject) NOT greece (all fields) returned no results. A

subject search for Athens brought results both for Athens, Greece and Athens,

Georgia.

Tester 2: Just FYI, the Basic Search Box does not appear on my Advanced

Search screen at this point in time.

The search elephants (subject) NOT fiction (subject) returns 190 results. If I

limit that search to items ÒHas illustrationsÓ the search returns no results.

Checking records in the 190 results set, there are many that are illustrated.

(Another example is the search Latin (Subject) and cooking (All fields)

Returns 28 items. When limited by ÒHas illustrationsÓ the search doesnÕt

return any results.)

Annoying discovery that Search History does not record your Advanced

Searches!!! These are obviously the ones that you might most want to view

and limit/adjust/re-submit. Sigh É

Tester 6: When I used Boolean operators within a search box, I got an error

message (see search below). Also, why no faceted search options with the

Advanced Search?

Tester 9: Find button needs to be moved to the top right of the Òsearch forÓ

box.



Tester 11: Generates error messages for facets frequently. Call # limit does

not appear to work.

Are the search results consistent when re-run?

xxxx Yes Ð Yes: 4

No Ð No: 0

Do you prefer the Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) to Ôall of these/any of

these/as a phraseÕ options offered in drop-down menus?

xx Yes Ð Yes: 2

xxx No Ð No: 3

Please explain the rationale for your preference.

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: More consistent with other databases that I have to teach. DonÕt have

to teach students one method for the catalog and another for 95% of our

databases.

Tester 2: I am used to both methods of searching Ð either works fine. No pref

Tester 4: IsnÕt this question mixing apples with oranges? The Boolean

operators AND, OR, NOT and the Ôall of these/any of these/as a phraseÕ options

are not competitors between which we have to choose which one we preferÉ

they can work in a complementary manner as on the ÒClassic GILÓ Keyword

Search screen. Ideally both concepts should be represented on the GIL-Find

Advanced Search screen.

Tester 6: I think people understand Òall of theseÓ etc. more than the Boolean

operators, and itÕs easier to select from a menu than learn where to type in the

Boolean. I like the current GIL OPAC advanced ÔKeywordÕ search, which is

incredibly useful for searching for synonyms for one concept search box, i.e.,

1930s 30s thirties ANY OF THESE

AND American literature AS A PHRASE

I use these drop-down menus a lot, and theyÕre fairly easy to explain to users.

Tester 7: Majority of searches I do are title searches and am use to seeing and

using the Òas a phraseÓ search in drop down menu.

Tester 9: Easier for users to understand all of these/any of these/phrase.

Tester 11: These are the terms patrons have to use in a basic search string.

Subject Headings



7. Retrieve a record with subject headings. Click on the heading to

search on the term(s).

Did this search work correctly and provide expected results?

xxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 7

x No -- No: 1

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:
Tester 6: It took me a few tries to figure out that you need to click the last part

of the SH link to get to that exact SH (with subheadings). I first clicked on the

first part of the subject heading, and only got the very general subject which is

not what I expected.

8. Retrieve a record with subject headings with subdivisions (such as

England > Intellectual life > 19th century). Click on each

subdivision to see results. Compare with clicking on the main

heading.

Did this search work correctly and provide expected results?
xxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 6

No Ð No: 0

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find

COMMENTS:
Tester 2: I donÕt know that I would intuitively realize that I had several options

Ð that clicking on each section of the heading would retrieve a diff. group of

materials. Initially I think I would expect that clicking anywhere in that heading

would link me to other headings that were exact matches. I think this would be

something to cover in searching tips.

Tester 4: Example: Natural history > Galapagos Islands > Pictorial works

Initially I was surprised somewhat at the results of clicking the subdivisions,

but after a moment to figure out how the system was operating, this made

perfect sense.

Tester 11: It is difficult to explain for users the difference between clicking the

primary heading and a subheading, but you will always get at least as much as

selecting the full heading.

Author Search



9. Do an author search using only the last name to get the AuthorÕs

box that contains name headings, which is located at the top of

the results list. Click on a heading.

Did this provide expected results?

x Yes Ð Yes: 1

xxxx No -- No: 4

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: I searched for Goethe, and the author headings that populate the top

of the screen seemed relevant. When I clicked on ÒGoethe, Johann Wolfgang

vonÓ, it takes me to a page with his Wikipedia entry on top, but none of the

graphics show up and a lot of the wiki markup remains, which makes it look a

bit of a mess (i.e., Ò|name = Johann Wolfgang von Goethe|image = Goethe

(Stieler 1828).jpg|birthdate = |birthplace = Free Imperial City of Frankfurt or

Frankfurt on Main, Holy Roman Empire|deathdate = |deathplace = Weimar,

Duchy of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach|occupation = Poet, Novelist, Playwright,

Natural Philosopher, Diplomat, Civil servant|). I like the idea, but IÕm not sure

how much we can rely on Wikipedia to provide information of a consistent

quality on our authors. Plus it looked pretty awful.

Tester 2: I did run into a problem, though, when I tried to view all. The first

click was fine, but when I attempted to look at a further page of the list of

authors, I recÕd the following message:

An error has occurred

Cannot Load ActionPlease contact the Library Reference Department for assistance

rwt@mail.libs.uga.edu [576] /usr/local/lib/php/PEAR.php

[107] /vufind/uga/web/index.php

Tester 6: The bio was so long that I didnÕt see the title list and returned to the

results screen thinking IÕd clicked on the wrong thing. And, to be snobby for a

minute, bios from Wikipedia are less than impressive.

Tester 11: Author bio is great, but it generates incorrect matches much too

frequently. It needs to be removed or refined. If we are able to refine this later,

we should identify other sources of bio beyond Wikipedia.

10. Display a record with an author. Click on the authorÕs name to see

results.



Did this provide expected results?

xxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 5

No No Ð No: 0

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:
Tester 6: The display list came up, but it would be useful to be able to re-order

the list by title rather than date.

Tester 11: Same issue as item #9.

Help Features
11. Click on ÒSearch TipsÓ in the top menu bar to learn about search

options and then compare these with the ÒSearching HintsÓ

located in the peach box under the facets on the search results

page. (The ÒSearch TipsÓ are the default from VuFind, and the

ÒSearching HintsÓ were created by Georgia Tech).

Are the VuFind Search Tips satisfactory?
x Yes -- Yes: 1

xxxx No Ð No: 4

1 Okay

If not, suggest improvements for generic search tips

COMMENTS:
Tester 1: These get fairly technical rather quickly (fuzzy searching, wildcards,

proximity searching before basic Boolean tips). I donÕt really imagine them

helping the truly confused. GA TechÕs searching hints are much more clear.

Perhaps put those first, then the more technical hints.

Tester 2: Need to be in an obvious place on the page. I like having some tips

right there on the screen, but there should be an option to look at more

information Ð more topics and more depth.

Tester 9: Have Boolean Operators as the first option on the list.

Tester 10: Although the VuFind Tips cover more advanced searching, they

seem kind of techspeak. The Georgia Tech Searching Hints seem easier to

understand, but do not cover as much information. Taking the Georgia Tech

hints and fleshing them out to include the advanced searching tips of the

VuFind Search Tips seems like a good idea.



Tester 11: Need to expand a little.

Are the Searching Hints created by Georgia Tech satisfactory?

xxxx Yes Ð Yes: 4

xx No Ð No: 2

If not, submit suggestions for improvements

Tester 2: These are not really that bad, but the normal Boolean and plus,

minus, quotes tips should come first. Also, it would be good to add tips

concerning the subject heading hot links Ð maybe other hot links as well.

Should both be tips or hints and tips?

xx Yes Ð Yes: 2

x No Ð No: 1

One choice for just Tips.

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Call them hints or call them tips, not both

Tester 6: Tips and hints are just synonyms Ð it certainly doesnÕt matter which

is selected.

Should hints be a subset of tips?

xx Yes -- Yes: 2

x No Ð No: 1

COMMENTS:

Tester 2: Ridiculous idea

What is your opinion of the location of the ÒSearch TipsÓ and ÒSearching

HintsÓ?

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Perhaps the search hints box under the facets should be relocated to

the bottom of the page. Also, instead of search tips in the toolbar, just call it

help. ItÕs standard, and people will know what to expect.

Tester 2: I like the idea of having some tips/hints show on the search and

results screens Ð should be fairly obvious to help people create and refine

their searches. More in-depth information can be in another place which you

have to click to see. I like the location of that section where it is Ð with

Advanced, History, etc.



Tester 7: the searching hints box is easier to see in the display

Tester 9: Search tips good Ð Searching Hints ÒlostÓ unless you scroll a long

way. Make Hints Quick Tips and display first in searching tips.

Tester 10: I think the location is fine. The Searching Hints could continue to

remain on the side of the search results (moved up to the top) with a link for

more help (aka Searching Tips) The Searching Tips would include both the

basic info listed in the Searching Hints plus the advanced searching tips.

Tester 11: The locations look fine.

Search History
12. Click on ÒSearch HistoryÓ in the top menu bar to repeat a search.

Did this work correctly and provide expected results?

xxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 5

xxx No Ð No: 2 (1 Not entirely)

Nice feature.

If not, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:

Tester 2: I expect to be able to refine/edit/change a search that appears in the

search history, and I donÕt see an option to do that. Also, I cannot believe that

advanced searches do not appear in the search history Ð that is awful!

Tester 7: There is a search history for regular searches, but the advance

searches do not show up in the search history.

Tester 10: Yes I love this feature but wished the advance searches were saved

too!

Tester 11: Limits are not displaying.

Result Order
13. Review the order of search results from the previous search.



If the order is not correct, submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you

find.

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Sorting an author search by relevance is just odd. IÕd prefer

alphabetical by title.

Tester 2: I donÕt like relevance display of search results. It is confusing (as

you donÕt know what factors are causing the displays) and often it results in

obscuring the best items.

Tester 11: Title list for Author Heading has no sort options. The current order

is unclear.

14. Test the Relevance, Date, Call Number, Author, Title Sort features at the top

right of the results list.

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find

Tester 1: Date sort for an author search for Goethe is just strange. The first

result was from 1988, the second from 2009.

Tester 2: Using date ought to be helpful, but since the results display does not

include a date, this sort is critically limited.

I am also puzzled about what happens if you are not on page one of the results

when you choose to sort by a different concept. After the sort is executed,

you are still in the middle of the results. I would expect to be taken back to

page one of the new results list.

Tester 9: Date Ð need newest first/oldest first option.

Tester 10: When searching /sorting/limiting by call number it would be nice if

the call number was at the top of each of the result or bolded, given that that is

the part of the search criteria. Also, when limiting/sorting by call number, the

results do not seem to be in call number order, which would be my

expectation.

Tester 11: Alpha sorts include lead punctuation and lead articles. In call#

sorts Media comes first before A and PQ2601 comes before PQ629. Result list

should display the date of publication.

Links
15. Test the following links from the top of the search results list

screen.



A. New Search

B. Advanced Search

C. Search History

D. Search Tips

E. My Account

F. Log Out

Are the links working correctly?

xxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 8

xx No Ð No: 2

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:

Tester 2: Again, the Search History does not contain Advanced Searches.

Tester 10: The ÒWhat is the DifferenceÓ link (which I think is new) is returning a

404.

Are the links the appropriate ones?

xxxx Yes Ð Yes: 4

x No Ð No: 1

If not, what changes/additions do you recommend?

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Change Search Tips to Help. Move Help next to Log Out, and My

Account next to Search History.

Tester 10: I would also add in a link to Classic GIL (given that this is the

primary navigation source, I would like there for my navigational links and not

at the bottom of the page. I do not have a problem with double linkage.)

List suggestions for changes to terminology for link names

COMMENTS:

Tester 6: Change ÔNew SearchÕ to ÔBasic SearchÕ since someone doing

Advanced Searches would expect a ÔNew SearchÕ to take them back to the

same Advanced Search screen.

16. Test the following links from the bottom of the search results list

screen.

A. Library Information

B. ILL



C. UC

D. GALILEO

E. Search Tips

F. (http://gil.usg.edu)

Are the links working correctly?

xx Yes Ð Yes: 2

xxxxxxx No Ð No: 7

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Library information links to https://www.libs.uga.edu, not

http://www.libs.uga.edu.

Tester 2: Library information would not load. RecÕd Internet Explorer message

about error.

Tester 5: lt worked with the exception of the Library information link. I got the

following error message each time: The connection has timed out - The server

at www.libs.uga.edu is taking too long to respond.

Tester 6: Link to LibsÕ homepage didnÕt work, although the error message cited

the correct URL.

Tester 9: UC = spell out ; Lib Info could not get page to load

Tester 10: Looks good to me Ð except ÔWhat is the differenceÕ will need a

different phrasing, perhaps, something like GIL-Find vs. Classic GIL or GIL-

FIND/Classic GIL Comparison (?) Also, tool tips? It would be a way to add in

some explanatory text without cluttering up the screen. If not tool tips, then

some way to explain what these a little.

Tester 11: Link A. is failing in finder-uga. Link F. needs to be much more

prominent.

Are the links the appropriate ones?

xxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 7

No Ð No: 0

If not, what changes/additions do you recommend?

List suggestions for changes to terminology for link names

COMMENTS:



Tester 1: Please change ÒILLÓ to interlibrary loan because the acronym is

confusing, and ÒUCÓ to GIL Universal catalog (or better yet, something more

descriptive like Òborrow books from other University System Libraries, borrow

material from around the world.Ó Wordy, I know, but even Òinterlibrary loanÓ

and Òuniversal catalogÓ donÕt mean much to a lot of people. At least put the

link for GIL Universal first, since that is where users will need to check before

borrowing books from interlibrary loan.

Tester 6: I would spell out ÔGIL Universal CatalogÕ rather than ÔUCÕ

Tester 9: UC = spell out ; ILL = spell out

Tester 10: Tool tips explaining a little about why you would want to click on these

links. They are okay, even though heavy on the acronym. If explanatory tool tips are

incorporated in then I think the acronyms are fine. Otherwise, I think the terminology

needs to explain a little more about what these links represent to the user. Of course,

we HOPE that they know what these links mean.

17. Test the following links from the peach colored box located below

the facets on the left side of the search results list screen.

A. GIL Universal Catalog

B. WorldCat

C. ILLIAD (for institutions using ILLIAD) or ILL (for institutions not

using ILLIAD)

D. Databases

E. Find Articles

F. Searching Hints Links

Are the links working correctly?

xxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 6

xxx No Ð No: 3

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:

Tester 5: When I clicked on the GIL Universal Catalog, the message displays

that the search failed. Is it supposed to execute the same search you just

completed in GIL? If not then the Search failed message should not display.

Tester 6: GIL UC link got me to a search screen with a Òyour search failedÓ

message.

Tester 11: Link A. is going to the wrong screen.



Are the links the appropriate ones?

xxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 7

x No Ð No: 1

If not, what changes/additions do you recommend?

List suggestions for changes to terminology for link names

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Under ÒLooking for articles?Ó, please donÕt link both ÒdatabsesÓ and

Òfind articlesÓ Ð it makes me think those are taking me to different places.

Also, you link to the FirstSearch version of WorldCat from the peach box, but

from within the records, it links to worldcat.org. I think the link should be

consistent and only link to worldcat.org.

Again, please change ILLIAD to Òinterlibrary loanÓ at the least, ILLIAD doesnÕt

mean much to non-librarians. Make sure the terminology is consistent with the

interlibrary loan link at the bottom of the page. Also, maybe add a blurb to

explain what WorldCat is, or change the link to Òcheck libraries worldwideÓ or

something.

Tester 2: There should be a link under searching hints to fuller information.

Tester 5: If the search is not being run from GIL in the Universal Catalog then

the message that the search failed needs to be removed or if it is supposed to

execute the search then this is not working properly.

List suggestions for changes to terminology for link names.

Tester 6: Perhaps change ÔILLIADÕ to just ÔInterlibrary LoanÓ (spelled out; not

ÔILLÕ). Since ÔDatabasesÕ and ÔFind ArticlesÕ go to the same page, can you

eliminate one link? (although keep the wording the same).

Tester 10: I do think the terminology needs to be consistent. Is it UC or GIL

Universal Catalog? Or perhaps GIL Universal Catalog (UC) and then list as UC

in the linkage?

Tester 11: Suggest sequence change Ð ÒLooking for articlesÓ should be at the

top of the box.

18. Test the various ÒSimilar ItemsÓ and the ÒAdditional InformationÓ

links on the right side of the bib record display screen. (NOTE:

The 'Classic Catalog' link should appear for all GIL records. It is

based on the GIL BibID number. The Universal Catalog,



WorldCat, and Amazon links will only appear when the record

includes an ISBN or ISSN.)

Are all of these links working correctly?

xxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 6

No Ð No: 0

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Worldcat versions should be consistent between peach box text and

additional information box within the record.

Tester 2: Display of text in similar items sometimes overlayed by the format

picture. Response time is often so slow (and there is not info in the lower bar

to clue you in) that the link appears not to work.

Tester 11: However, Similar Items sometimes generates very poorly related

items. Probably need to refine or remove. Format icon (Book, etc.) overwrites

title info in IE.

Are the links the appropriate ones?

xxxx xxxx Yes Ð Yes: 9

No Ð No: 0

If not, what changes/additions do you recommend?

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Change worldcat to Òcheck libraries worldwide.Ó

Tester 2: I would like ALL links to the advanced, normal catalog interface to be

more clearly available.

Tester 6: List suggestions for changes to terminology for link names

19. Retrieve a bib record display screen for a book that is charged

out. Then, test the ÔOrder this book from the GIL Universal

CatalogÕ and ÔRecall this book from your Local LibraryÕ links.

Are all of these links working correctly?

xxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 5

xx No Ð No: 2

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.



COMMENTS:

Tester 1: ItÕs a bit confusing that it just takes the user to the record in GILUC

and GIL@UGA, from which point the user needs to figure out that they have to

click the Request (not recall) link in GIL@UGA and the GIL Express Request

link at the top of the page in GILUC.

Tester 2: ÒRequestÓ is pretty hidden in both lists at the bottom of the resulting

displays. Not an intuitive link.

Tester 5: I was expecting it to take me to the recall form but it took me to the

ÒBrief Title DisplayÓ in the classic catalog.

Tester 9: Recall this book takes you to classic GIL

Tester 11: Both go to the correct title, but not to the login screen for the

request. Users will need to know to close new window to return to GIL-Find

session.

List suggestions for changes to terminology for link names

Tester 11: What does status ÒNot ChargedÓ mean?

20. Look for a title on the result list screen that displays a 'Google

Preview' and/or a 'Find It @ (SFX)Õ button, and test these links.

(Note: These links appear on the result list screen and on the bib

display screen.)

Are all of these links working correctly?

xxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 6 (includes 1 probably)

x No (sort of) Ð No: 1

Submit detailed descriptions of problem issues that you find.

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Did an All Fields search for cats. Google Preview works. fine. I see

some links that say ÒAccess OnlineÓ (which work) but no SFX links.

Tester 2: DidnÕt find SFX or Google buttons on the results list screen.

Example: Newsweek Ð ÒFind itÓ button is on bib. screen, but not on first

display results screen

Tester 11: Google Previews links to wrong title with some frequency. Find It

works very consistently.



21. Where do you suggest adding a link to a video tutorial for searching in GIL-

Find and GIL Classic?

COMMENTS:

Tester 1: I would embed it on the homepage under the search box. Link it in

the peach box and the help section as well.

Tester 2: Between Search Tips and My Account at the top of the screen.

Tester 7: At the top of the main page

Tester 9: Under Search Tips

Tester 10: Many places Ð links off of library websites that are instructional

based, links within each catalog interface (Vu-Find, Gil classic, etc.) Any place

that it will logically fit.

Tester 11: At the top of the Search Tips page / window.

Catalog Name
22. Indicate your preference between options 1 and 2 or provide a

new catalog name suggestion in case the OPAC Committee

decides to recommend this open source product to RACL as an

alternative for our WebVoyage interface.

Note: The current ("classic") GIL will also continue to be available

for awhile.

1. GIL-Find@local institution xxxxx Yes -- Yes: 5 xxx No Ð No: 3

2. Fill in a new name suggestion:

¥ Tester 1: Stick to GIL@(name of institution) and refer to the old version

as GIL Classic. Or even just (Name of Institution Library

Catalog)Éprosaic, but it gets the point across, and people know what

to expect from it.

¥ Tester 2: Whatever Ð not a big issue. I suggest that the word ÒcatalogÓ

be included to clarify what is being named.

¥ Tester 8: GIL is not a great name to start with (sorry)ÑcanÕt think of

anything goodÉgil2.0@UGA; I donÕt knowÉthis is always the hard part.

¥ Tester 9: GIL Catalog@local institution

Additional Comments

23. Please provide comments about what you like most and what you

like least about searching and retrieval in this OPAC.



COMMENTS:

Tester 1: Much simpler, happy to have relevance ranking, and I even tried to

text a record to my phone (and it worked!) Love the reviews and Google

Preview and simple export options.I think the cover images are great. This

interface has a lot of promise.

Capitalization seems to throw this interface for a loop Ð just capitalizing the

words in a book title kept me from returning records for titles I knew we

owned. The format and language facets (and advanced search options) are

pretty broken (as previouly noted, searches for Faust in German brought back

Faust in English, and an author search for Jack Nicholson videos brought

back nothing) and need to be fixed.

Tester 2: I am enormously disturbed by the intent to only continue the

traditional Voyager OPAC search for Òawhile.Ó The more sophisticated and

flexible Voyager OPAC is THE critical searching tool for ANYONE who is doing

any search beyond the most basic ÒI need one or two resources and I donÕt

care what they areÓ search. I think the VU find interface is extremely limited.

This is even true for known item searches. Often in my searches for this

survey, I looked for known items and only found them after scrolling through

MANY screens.

Until this sort of open source interface is able to conduct browse searches

AND combine facets, as well as deal effectively with uniform titles the

ÒclassicÓ interface should remain available. The VUFind interface as it stands

(I understand this is a simple prototype in the very early stages of

development) reflects the current Òdumb down the product or service to the

lowest common denominatorÓ attitude that doesnÕt serve anyoneÕs best

interests. It is disgraceful that we would even consider not continuing the far

superior (even though flawed) Voyager OPAC interface.

Tester 5: I really like the layout and look of the GIL Find and actually prefer it to

the ÒClassicÓ Catalog.

Tester 6: The post-search limit functions are great in the Basic Search,

although IÕd like to see them reordered by usefulness (i.e., put material type

above location). The pre-search limit options on the Advanced Search are also

nicely laid out. In general I hate the Basic Search for the same reasons I hate

the current GIL ÔQuick SearchÕ: it works if youÕre searching for something

obscure where which we own few items, but the results are impossible to

navigate for most topic/title/author searches (and users gravitate towards it

because itÕs on the first screen).

Tester 7: Most-- Facets can be helpful in narrowing searches.

Least--No left anchored search and articles being indexed make searching

cumbersome. No publication date shown in result list of titles.



Tester 8: IÕve used this type of catalog before, mainly public library catalogs,

and my main concern is that the number of hits is typically high and relevancy

is not always obvious. This may be more of a problem for a library with a large

and diverse collection.

Tester 9: The basic search is great, very powerful

Advanced search is not as streamlined, donÕt like the Boolean operators, Find

button is off of the screen

Tester 10: Likes: RSS (yay!), book reviews, book covers (if for no other reason,

helps break up a long blurb of text on the screen), ability to pop into the UC

more easily, Search history, more visual and graphical layout Ð love the facets,

the call number display facets and also that the LC class lists which lists the

subject classification term.

Dislikes: While the results are consistent, some seem to include much more

than I was looking for -- a few strange, irrelevant results. Although, better to

include more than less, I suppose. Also, needs much more in the way of

explanation/help/cues to the general user and more control over combining

searches and saving advanced search preferences.

Tester 11: Best Ð facets, updated look and feel, links to added information and

other information sources, and increased control over the screen displays.

Least Ð no exact searching and no browse searching, open source software

will require a lot of local attention and continued local development.

24. Please provide detailed descriptions of enhancements that you

suggest and specify how these changes would improve usersÕ

search/retrieval experiences.

COMMENTS:

¥ Tester 2: Browse indexes not only provide context for subjects but also

illumine the breadth of knowledge available Ð they provide new ideas,

links to ideas you hadnÕt considered, etc. The enormous value of

browse searching has been documented fully and in depth again and

again.

a. Combining facets would allow the patron to put together the

different pieces of their specific search puzzle.

b. Capable searching strategy for uniform titles Ð This is

indispensable for those areas (such as music and religion)

where uniform titles are heavily used and relied upon to

disambiguate items.



c. Need more information on the initial bib. screen Ð date and

paging type information is extremely important when making

selections from a large group of results.

d. Put date on initial results display screen.

e. Search History should include the ability to edit and resubmit

searches from both the basic and advanced groups. People

shouldnÕt have to recompose complex searches, and should be

able to see at a glance what searches they have already

performed.

f. Explain in the hints area what is considered when the

ÒRelevanceÓ sort is created. This would help a searcher trying

to refine a search that hasnÕt been successful.

g. Make the choice of optional sorting more visable/prominent.

h. Limit the amount of wasted space at the top of the screen Ð

almost none of the bib. record information is available without

scrolling.

i. Very little of this survey considered the various displays of

information Ð these need a lot of work!

Tester 7 : Articles at the beginning of titles should not be indexed because it

makes search results confusing.

Tester 8: Simplify the holdings information by not showing all of the item

records; there could be the option to Òclick on thisÓ to see item information. I

feel like libraries and librarians are constantly overwhelming users with too

much information and not necessarily the information they want; we need to

simplify and focus somehow.

Tester 9: Need to be able to narrow search by oldest and newest pub. date;

Change Wikipedia entries to clickable icons for those who want to use

Tester 10: The ability to not only save searches but pin searches (i.e., if

searching advanced, stay in advanced). I love the search history and this can

be used as a way to pin searches, but it would be nice in searching, if you are

searching advanced, you stay there until you choose to go back to simple.

Additionally, the ability to select multiple choices in the drop down without

having to ÒaddÓ each one. By the way, I was using Firefox as my browser, so

these maybe browsercentric things. I think these would increase efficiencies.

25. Based on your evaluation of this pilot test, do you recommend

GIL-Find as a viable means to provide GIL with new OPAC

functionality and a new interface in addition to providing continued

access to the Classic GIL OPAC?
xxxxxxxx Yes Ð Yes: 8

No Ð No: 0



COMMENTS:

Tester 1: It needs a little work, but is leaps and bounds beyond the current

Voyager interface. Please do not make me work with the current GIL interface

for much longer.

Tester 2: I agree to this being an alternative only if it is given equal or less

billing than the ÒclassicÓ OPAC. In other words, I think both choices should be

clearly available at the top of the screen. To search this new interface

competently would require our users to have more (not less) sophistication

than the ÒclassicÓ OPAC. It should definitely NOT be considered as the

primary access to our materials.

Tester 6: Comments: Yes, although IÕd like for Classic GIL to remain the

default GIL when users click on it from our homepage. Undergrads may find

the GIL-Find design and search functions easier to use, but more advanced

users will find the jumbled results displays frustrating.

Tester 7: I think GIL-Find needs more testing and adjusting before I can say it

is ready to replace the Classis GIL OPAC

Tester 8: With reservations. Has usability testing been done with actual

patrons? It would be best to test with actual patronsÑusability sessions with

a moderator; simplify and reduce the number of questions and limit sessions

to no more than an hour.

I always think that it would be great to have an online catalog that is easy to

use not only for patrons looking for very specific information but also for

patrons that are ÒfishingÓ for relevant sources. Not sure if this fits the bill, I

think testing with patrons would be the only way to find out for sure.

Tester 9: Gil_Find is very graphic intensive, it took a long time to load pages

on my machine which would be detrimentable when working reference

Tester 10: I think it needs some work and users need to be aware of the

differences between the classic (current GIL) and the VuFind interface, but

overall YES!!!!!!!!!

Tester 11: Yes, with some needed changes as mentioned and as an alternative

interface (not a replacement interface). Significant continued development

and testing will be required after implementation.

MORE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Sophie:

Searching by Chinese character does not work in VUFind. It does in GIL.

If you search using Pinyin, you get results but the 880-01 linking code shows up in

the list. I think this is related to the system not reading non-filing indicators.



Renee:

If you search for Atlanta Journal Constitution, which we have on microfilm, it does

not come up if you limit to journal. It does if you limit to microform though. There is a

ÒjournalÓ limit and a ÒserialÓ limit. What is the difference? This seems confusing.

Once you get to the record, Renee noticed that all the item records display in

alphabetical order (so all the April item records from various years display first and

together, then August, etc.).

Hallie:

- the link for online access for gov docs is at the bottom of the record

rather than immediately after the title in GIL which makes it hard to find.

See "Water-resources investigations in Wisconsin, 2004" as an example - this

one has a lot of subjects so you have to scroll way down on the page to find the

link. A big issue given the number of online-only gov doc records we have.

- the series field does not display on the search results page - this is an

issue given the number of gov docs monographic series we have.

- the series field only displays on some of the records. The ones that didn't

display the series on the record have a 490 instead of a 440.

Issues for maps:

- search results do not list author/corporate author or date of publication; this is a

critical issue as many of our maps (USGS in particular) do not have call numbers.

Search for "Georgia Atlanta sheet" as an example.

- the physical description in its entirety of the map does not show up

anywhere on the record - this is a fatal flaw in the system as far as maps are

concerned. Right now the only thing listed for physical description is

subfield a from the 300 field which means the only thing listed for any map

is something like "1 map" or "1 map: col.". Physical description should

look something like this:

1 map : col. ; 45 x 37 cm. on sheet 51 x

42 cm.

Scale 1:125,000 ; polyconic proj. (W

84 30'-W 84 /N 34 -N 33 30').

The 255 & 300 fields in their entirety are as essential to describing a map as

the author/title fields & need to show up in the main part of the record Ð

they canÕt be relegated to the description tab.


